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started my car it made more of a bad "screeching" sound, but after the car started it ran just
fine. This sound got progressively worse when I started my car, and finally tonight it would not
start and would make a very high screeching sound like before Also, my battery appears strong.
My first guess is my starter is bad, but since I'm not good with cars, I thought I'd ask. So, is my
starter for sure bad? If by "car would not even try to turn over", you mean the engine is not
rotating, yes, that would be your starter has gone out. Specifically, most likely a problem with
the over-running one-way clutch in the starter drive gear. That sound you hear is the clutch
slipping. The other possibility is if you mean it makes a sound like they make when a person
tries to start a car that's already running. That would also be a problem with your starter drive
gear, albeit a slightly different one. If that's the case, you should check all the teeth on your
flywheel for damage, as this is caused by the starter drive gear starting to spin prematurely,
before engaging the flywheel. But if it was cranking the engine for a while after it started making
the noise, it's probably the first thing. But at least that wouldn't damage your flywheel. YES, i
have a Toyota Camry, and it has been giving me the same problems. I got the starter changed n
the starter wires also, that got it to start, but it has the stupid screechin sound, so right now it is
in an electrical place. Nobody over the internet can condemm your starter without having the
car in person. Sounds like you might have an issue with the starter and another issue with the
belts and or tensioners. I would get it to a shop and have it checked out before it leaves you
stranded somewhere, good luck. Sounds like it. Just take the starter off and take it to a parts
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